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We have investigated the electronic structure, phonon modes, and electron-phonon coupling to understand superconductivity in the
ternary silicide NaAlSi with a layered diamond-like structure. Our electronic results, using the density functional theory within a
generalized gradient approximation, indicate that the density of states at the Fermi level mainly is mainly governed by Si p states.
The largest contributions to the electron-phonon coupling parameter involve Si-related vibrations both in the x-y plane as well as along
the z-axis in the x-z plane. Our results indicate that this material is an s-p electron superconductor with a medium level electron-
phonon coupling parameter of 0.68. Using the Allen-Dynes modification of the McMillan formula we obtain the superconducting critical
temperature of 6.98 K, in excellent agreement with experimentally determined value of 7 K.

1 Introduction

Anti–PbFCl–type AFePn (A = alkali metals, Pn = P or As) compounds have been extensively studied
due to their interesting magnetic and superconducting properties [1–7]. High temperature superconduc-
tivity has been discovered for LiFeAs with the superconducting transition temperature (Tc) at 18 K [1].
However, the 111 Fe-based superconductor LiFeAs [1, 5–7] contains a strong magnetic element, Fe, whose
magnetic ordering weakens or interferes with the superconducting state in this material. In 2007, Kuroiwa
and workers [8] succeeded in synthesizing, by high pressure technique, a new member of ternary silicide
NaAlSi with a superconducting transition temperature of 7 K. This discovery is very interesting since
this material is an s-p electron superconductor, with a high Tc at ambient pressure. NaAlSi has the same
crystal structure as the 111 Fe-based superconductor LiFeAs [1, 5–7, 9] (anti–PbFCl–type, space group
P4/nmm, Z = 2). As the magnetic metal Fe is replaced by the nonmagnetic metal Al in the ternary sili-
cide NaAlSi, no magnetic order exists to possibly weaken or interfere with superconducting state. Kuroiwa
and workers [8] have also succeeded in synthesizing the isostructural compound NaAlGe but did not ob-
serve superconductivity in this material above 1.8 K. As the electronic band structure of NaAlGe is very
similar to that of NaAlSi [10, 11], Kuroiwa and workers [8] suggested that the Si-related high frequency
phonon modes and/or the contribution of Si-3p electronic states play an important role in establishing the
BCS-type superconductivity in ternary silicide NaAlSi. The ternary superconductor NaAlSi has also been
investigated under pressure [10]. The structure remains stable up to 15 GPa. Resistivity and susceptibility
measurements [10] indicate an increase of Tc up to 2 GPa, followed by a decrease until superconductivity
disappears at 4.8 GPa.
Several theoretical investigations of the electronic, vibrational, and thermodynamic properties of

NaAlSi have been reported. Local–density approximation calculations using the full-potential local-orbital
scheme [11] have been made to investigate the electronic properties. Both all-electron full-potential linear
augmented plane wave scheme and pseudopotential plane wave scheme within the generalized gradient
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approximation have been employed to investigate the structural properties, The theoretical work in [12]
has also presented the vibrational and thermodynamic properties of NaAlSi using the density functional
theory and quasi-harmonic approximation. However, no systematic theoretical attempt has been carried
out to investigate the structural, electronic, phononic and electron-phonon interaction properties of this
material by employing a single scheme.
In this work we present a systematic ab initio investigation of the structural and electronic properties of

NaAlSi by using the plane wave pseudopotential method within the generalized gradient approximation
of the density functional scheme. The details of the electronic structure of both phases are similar to
those described in our previous publications (see, e.g. [13]). We have further carried out ab initio linear
response calculations of the lattice dynamics for NaAlSi. The calculated phonon spectrum and density of
states are discussed in detail. The linear response method and the Migdal-Eliashberg approach [14–16] are
used to study electron-phonon interaction. The Eliashberg function α2F(ω) and the electron-phonon mass
enhancement parameter λ are calculated. The Allen-Dynes modification [17,18] of the McMillan formula
has been used to estimate the superconducting transition temperature Tc. Atom-resolved contributions to
the electronic states near the Fermi energy and of the largest contributions to λ are analyzed to provide
a clear understanding of the development of BCS-type superconductivity in this material.

2 Theory

The first-principles calculations used in this work are based on density functional theory using a plane-
wave expansion of Kohn-Sham orbitals [14]. The cut-off energy of the plane-wave expansions in reciprocal
space was chosen to be 60 Ryd. The exchange-correlation energy was taken into account using the gen-
eralized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functionality [19]. The
electrostatic interaction between valence electrons and ionic cores was represented by norm-conserving
pseudopotentials [20]. A nonlinear core correction is included for the Na pseudopotential. The Kohn-Sham
equations [21] are solved using an iterative conjugate gradient scheme to obtain the total energy of the
system. Total energy calculations were performed by making the Brillouin zone (BZ) summations using
the zone-centred 12×12×12 Monkhorst-Pack grid [22], giving 196 k points within an irreducible part of
the Brillouin zone (IBZ). Integration over the Brillouin zone for the electronic structure and the electronic
density of states for NaAlSi was performed using zone-centred 36×36×36 Monkhorst-Pack grid, producing
3610 k points in the IBZ.
Lattice dynamics of NaAlSi was studied in the framework of the harmonic approximation to the force

constants and using the linear response method [14] which is performed in the QUANTUM ESPRESSO
package [14]. Within this method, the second-order derivatives of the total energy such as the dynamical
matrices are calculated from the static linear response of the electrons to the variation of the external
potential corresponding to periodic displacements of the atoms. The screening of the electronic system in
response to the displacement of the atoms are calculated in a self consistent manner. Integration up to the
Fermi surface is done by using the smearing technique with the broadening parameter σ=0.007 Ry. For the
Brillouin zone integration, we use the zone-centred 12×12×12 Monkhorst-Pack k mesh in the IBZ. We have
calculated 18 dynamical matrices at an uniform 4x4x4 grid q-points in the Brillouin zone. Then, dynamical
matrices at arbitrary wave vectors were calculated by means of a Fourier deconvolution on this mesh. The
method for the electron-phonon interaction has been clearly explained in our previous works [13]. We only
say that the electron-phonon interaction is studied by using the ab initio linear response method and the
Migdal-Eliashberg approach described in Refs. [13–18].

3 Results

3.1 Structural and Electronic Properties

NaAlSi crystallizes in the anti–PbFCl–type structure, with two formula units per primitive tetragonal
unit cell is characterized with space group P4/nmm. The atomic configuration in each unit cell consists
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of two Na atoms at the (2c) (0.25, 0.25, zNa) position, two Al atoms at 2(a) (0.75, 0.25, 0.00) and two Si
atoms at 2(c)(0.25, 0.25,zSi). Thus, this structure is characterized by two lattice parameters (a and c) and
two internal parameters (zNa and zSi). This structure, displayed in Fig. 1, can be described as a layered
structure in which Na atoms are sandwiched between diamond-like sp3-hybridized Al-Si layers.
Our calculations suggest that the nature of bonding between Na and Al-Si layers is mainly ionic, and

the Al-Si layer is characterized with covalent Al-Si bonds. The Al-Si separation of 2.57 Å is larger than in
the Si-Si separation of 2.35 Å in the diamond structure of Si, employing that the Al-Si covalent interaction
is weaker than the Si-Si covalent interaction in the diamond structure of Si. Due to electronic charge
transfer from Na atoms to the Al-Si layers, this structure can also be described as positively charged Na
and negatively charged Al-Si layers stacked alternatively along the c-direction.
The total energy calculated from full structural optimizations at selected pressures versus volume relation

are fitted to the Murnaghan’s equation of state [23]. The obtained equilibrium lattice parameters (a and
c), unit cell volume (V ), internal parameters (zNa and zSi) and bulk modulus (B) are presented in Tab. 1,
together with the previous experimental [8,9] and theoretical results [12] for comparison. The deviation of
a, c and V from the recent experimental values [8] is 0.3%, 0.5% and 0.1%, respectively while the calculated
internal parameters (zNa = 0.636 and zSi = 0.209) are reasonable agreement with their experimental values
of [9] 0.622 and 0.223, respectively. Our GGA result for B of 38.40 GPa is in excellent agreement with a
previous theoretical value of 38.69 [12], but unfortunately no experimental data is available for comparison.
Fig. 2 (a) illustrates the calculated electronic band structure of NaAlSi along selected high symmetry

directions within the first Brillouin zone of the simple tetragonal lattice. The corresponding total density
of states (DOS) and the partial density of states (PDOS) of each element, broken into site and angular
momentum contributions, are displayed in Fig. 2 (b). Our electronic results generally coincide with those
reported in previous theoretical calculations (see, e.g. [11]). The calculated electronic structure clearly
reveals the metallic nature of NaAlSi since one band crosses the Fermi level along the Γ–M, X–Γ and Γ–Z
symmetry directions. However, the valence and conduction bands are well separated from each other along
the M-X symmetry direction. The two lowest valence bands in the energy interval −10.6 to −7.4 eV derive
from strongly hybridized Al 3p and Si 3s states, which is indicative of covalent Al-Si interaction. These
two lowest bands are separated by a forbidden gap of 1.6 eV from the upper valence bands, which are
located in the energy interval of −5.8 eV to the Fermi level. The upper valence bands largely consist of
hybridized Al 3s, Al 3p, Si 3s and Si 3p orbitals with a dominant contribution of the last one. However, the
contribution from the 3s states of Na to the occupied bands in NaAlSi is very small. This is expected since
Na atoms are in the charge state close to Na1+. This means that the Na atomic layers and the Al-Si atomic
layers are linked mainly by ionic interactions. Thus, the analysis based on the electronic DOS reveals that
the bonding nature in ternary silicide NaAlSi is a combination of covalent, ionic and metallic bonds.
Very close to the Fermi energy lies the (doubly degenerate) electronic band along the Γ-Z symmetry

direction. This crosses the Fermi energy, by dispersing from above EF at Γ to slightly below EF at Z.
These bands split and disperse downwards along the in-plane Γ-X and Γ-M directions with different rates.
A closer examination of PDOS in Fig. 2 (c) around the Fermi energy reveals that the occupied parts
of these bands is essentially contributed by the Si 3p and Al 3p orbitals, with the former contribution
being much more significant. The unoccupied parts of these band are, on the other hand, almost equally
contributed by Al 3s, Al 3p and Si 3p orbitals, but also contain small contributions from Si 3s and Na 3s.
In the immediate vicinity of EF the largest contribution to unoccupied states comes from Si 3p orbitals.
These findings are in agreement with the results presented by Rhee et al [11]. Our calculated value of the
density of states at the Fermi level (N(EF )) is 1.06 States/eV, which is in excellent agreement with the
previous theoretical value of 1.01 States/eV in the work of of Rhee et al [11].

3.2 Phonons and electron-phonon interaction

According to the BCS theory, the superconducting properties of a material are governed by electrons
which have energies close to Fermi level. The discussion of the PDOS suggests that Al 3p, Si 3s and Si
3p electrons are the dominant participants of the Cooper pairs. According to the the McMillan-Hopfield
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expression, the electron-phonon coupling constant λ can be expressed as

λ =
N(EF ) < I2 >

M < ω2 >
, (1)

where < I2 > is the Fermi surface average of squared electron-phonon coupling interaction. Further, M is
the mass of the atoms and < ω2 > denotes the average of squared phonon frequencies. As can be seen from
the above equation, a higher value of N(EF ) may give rise to a higher electron-phonon coupling parameter
λ. And a smaller average phonon frequency may also give rise to a higher λ. We will, therefore, discuss the
phonon eigensolutions and the role of specific phonon modes in generating dominant contribution to λ.
We first discuss the atomic origin and irreducible symmetry representation of zone-centre phonon modes.

The zone-center phonon mode in NaAlSi can be categorized by the irreducible representation of the point
group D4h(4/mmm). According to the group theoretical analysis, the symmetries of the optical phonon
modes are presented as:

Γ = 3Eg + 2Eu + 2A2u + 2A1g +B1g (2)

where g and u modes are Raman and infrared active respectively. The one-dimensional A and B modes
include atomic displacements along the z direction, while the doubly degenerate E modes represent dis-
placements in the x-y. The frequencies of zone-center optical phonon modes are presented together with
previous theoretical results by Qin et al. [12] in Tab. 1. This table clearly shows that the agreement be-
tween our results and previous theoretical results [12] is very good. The maximum difference between
corresponding frequencies from the two works is not more than 7%. Such differences may arise from one
or more of three reasons. First, we use the norm-conserving pseudopotentials in our theoretical work while
ultrasoft pseudopotentials have been used in [12]. Secondly, while we have used our calculated values for
the internal parameters (see Tab 1), Qin et al. have taken the values of internal parameters from the ex-
perimental work of Westerhaus and Schuster [9]. Thirdly, our calculated unit cell volume is slightly smaller
than the corresponding unit cell volume in the work of Qin and co-workers [12] (see Tab 1).
Our electron-phonon interaction calculations suggest that all zone-centre optical phonon modes have

small electron-phonon coupling parameter, except for the lowest Eg and B1g phonon modes. The eigen-
vector representations of these phonon modes are displayed in Fig. 3. The lowest Eg is an optical mode
originates from in-plane co-operative vibrations of Na ions with the AlSi layer, as seen in Fig. 3. The B1g

is the optical mode involving inter-layer Si-Si vibrations along the c-axis. Both these vibrational modes
dynamically change the tehrahedral bond angles in AlSi4, which causes overlap of Al and Si electron orbits.
This overlap leads to larger electron-phonon coupling parameter for these phonons mode than other zone-
centre phonon modes. The electron-phonon coupling parameters of these phonon modes are: λ(Eg) = 1.22
and λ(B1g) = 1.94. Clearly, the electron-phonon interaction for these phonon modes is very strong. How-
ever, the the electron-phonon interaction involving the B1g mode is one and a half times stronger than the
interaction involving the Eg mode. With this in mind we can say that the combined largest displacement
from both these modes is that of Si atoms. Thus, the present work reveals that Si-related vibrational
phonon modes and the Si 3p electronic states are the main contributors for the development of the BCS
superconducting properties of NaAlSi. This observation confirms the suggestion forwarded by Kuroiwa
and co-workers [8], who mentioned that although the electronic properties of NaAlGe [8] are similar to
those of NaAlSi, no sign superconductivity is found above 1.8 K for NaAlGe.
So far, we have discussed the zone-center phonon modes only. However, a complete understanding of

electron-phonon coupling needs the knowledge of the complete phonon dispersion relations throughout the
BZ. The calculated phonon dispersion curves along the high symmetry directions of the Brillouin zone
are displayed in Fig. 4 (a). Since the primitive unit cell contains six atoms, there are 18 phonon bands,
including three acoustic bands and 15 optical bands. No imaginary phonon modes in ternary silicide NaAlSi
are found, confirming the dynamical stability of this material in the anti-PbFCl-type structure. The phonon
branches can be divided into two parts, with a small gap of 0.5 THz due to the mass difference between
different atomic mass types. The three acoustic and nine optical branches acquire the low frequency region
below 7.5 THz. The acoustic branches disperse up to 4 THz. Some optical phonon branches in this region
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also show considerable dispersion. The high frequency region from 8.0 to 11.95 THz is formed by six optical
phonon branches. These phonon branches are dispersive along the in-plane symmetry directions Γ-X and
Γ-M. However, these are less dispersive along X-M and rather totally flat along Γ-Z. The latter behavior
indicates that these arise from atoms between which there is very weak interaction along the z-axis. This,
in turn, suggests that the crystal structure of NaAlSi can be viewed, at least partly, as a layered structure.
The overall characteristics of the phonon dispersion relations can be understood well by studying the

phonon density of states. The total and partial density of states for NaAlSi are presented in Fig. 4 (b).
Although Na atoms are the lightest element in NaAlSi, the Na-related phonons are mainly confined to
the frequency region below 5 THz. Thus, Na atoms contribute mainly to the acoustic and low-frequency
optical branches. However, the heavier Al and Si atoms make much smaller contribution to these phonon
branches. Such low frequencies of sodium vibrations indicate rather weak bonding forces between this
light mass atom and other atoms. The frequency region between 5 and 6 THz is dominated by the optical
vibrations of all the three atomic species. However, Na atoms remain relatively silent the frequency region
above 6 THz. In the frequency region from 6 THz to 7.5 THz, the main contributions arise from Si atoms
with considerable contributions of Al atoms. The frequency domain above the gap region consists of mainly
stretching vibrations in the AlSi4 tetrehedra due to the strong covalent bond between Al and Si atoms.
The main idea of this work is to investigate the strength of the electron-phonon interaction in NaAlSi in

order to gain a clear understanding of the development of the BCS-type superconductivity in this material.
To this end, we illustrate the Eliashberg function α2F (ω) and the accumulative electron-phonon coupling
parameter λaccum together in Fig 5. In general, the phonon frequency variation of Eliashberg function is
similar to that the total phonon density of states. The accumulative electron-phonon coupling parameter
λaccum, defined as

λaccum(ω) =

∫ ω

0
λ(ω′)dω′ = 2

∫ ω

0

α2F (ω′)

ω′
dω′, (3)

increases rapidly up to 6 THz and then slowly up to 10 THz when it saturates. From the knowledge of
α2F (ω) we are able to calculate the average, or accumulative, electron-phonon coupling constant λ, which
is a good measure of the overall strength of the electron-phonon interaction; it is given by

λ =

∫

λ(ω)dω = 2

∫

α2F (ω)

ω
dω. (4)

The value of average electron-phonon coupling parameter is found to be 0.68, which indicates that the
electron-phonon interaction is of medium strength in ternary silicide NaAlSi. This value is much smaller
than the values of electron-phonon coupling parameters for the lowest Eg mode and the B1g mode (see
Fig 3). In order to explain this large difference, we have shown the phonon linewidths and
electron-phonon coupling parameters of these phonon modes in Fig 6. Firstly, along the Γ-
M and Γ-X directions, the Eg mode splits into two phonon branches: E1

g and E2
g . Secondly,

the phonon linewidths and electron-phonon coupling parameters of these optical branches
decrease rapidly with increasing the q wave vector along both the symmetry directions. Thus,
the average electron-phonon coupling parameter becomes much smaller than the values of
zone-centre electron-phonon coupling parameters for the lowest Eg mode and the B1g mode.
From this we can also state that the coupling of electrons is largest with the long wavelength
Eg and B1g modes.
From the calculated value of average electron-phonon coupling parameter, the superconducting transition

temperature TC is calculated using the the Allen-Dynes modification of the McMillian formula [18]

TC =
ωln

1.2
exp

(

−

1.04(1 + λ)

λ− µ∗(1 + 0.62λ)

)

, (5)
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where the logarithmically averaged phonon frequency ωln is defined as

ωln = exp

(

2λ−1

∫

∞

0

dω

ω
α2F (ω) lnω

)

. (6)

From the above equation, the value of ωln is found to be 216.27 K. µ∗ in Eq. 5 is the screened
Coulomb pseudopotential parameter which usually takes a value between 0.10 and 0.13 [18,
24–29]. At the end, using the Allen-Dynes formula and taking typical values of µ∗ = 0.10,
0.11, 0.12 and 0.13, we obtain Tc= 6.98, 6.39, 5.82 and 5.28 K, respectively. These values
are in acceptable accordance with its experimental value of 7.0 K [8].

4 Summary

In this work, we have investigated the structural, electronic, vibrational, and superconducting properties
of NaAlSi adopting the anti-PbFCl-type structure by using the generalized gradient approximation of the
density functional theory and the planewave pseudopotential method. The calculated structural parameters
are in reasonable agreement with available theoretical and experimental results. A main feature of the
electronic structure is the existence of a nearly flat band along the Γ–Z direction, leading to a sharp peak
in the electronic density of states, close to the Fermi level. This peak is created by the p states of Si atoms.
From an analysis of the density of states the bonding can be categorized as as a mixture of metallic, ionic
and covalent contributions.
This material is dynamically stable, as no instabilities in the phonon dispersion curves are found. The

present work reveals that the long wavelength lowest Eg and the B1g modes are most strongly coupled to
electrons, with the electron-phonon interaction strengths λ(Eg) = 1.22 and λ(B1g) = 1.94. The lowest Eg

is an optical mode originating from in-plane co-operative vibrations of Na ions with the AlSi layer. The
B1g is the optical mode involving inter-layer Si-Si vibrations along the c-axis. The combined electronic
structure and phonon studies clearly suggest that the main contribution to the BCS superconductivity
comes from Si-related phonon modes and Si-related high density of electronic states near the Fermi energy.
From the integration of Eliashberg spectral function α2F (ω), the value of average electron-phonon cou-

pling parameter is calculated to be 0.68. Thus, we can conclude that the ternary silicide NaAlSi is a
phonon-mediated BCS superconductor with the medium electron-phonon coupling strength. Using the
Allen-Dynes modified McMillian equation with the screened Coulomb pseudopotential parameter µ∗ =
0.10, the value of superconducting critical temperature is found to be 6.98 K which is in excellent agree-
ment with its experimental value of 7.0 K.
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Table 1. Structural parameters for the simple tetragonal NaAlSi, and their comparison with available experimental and theoretical results.

Source a(Å) c(Å) V(Å3) zNa zSi B(GPa)
This work 4.131 7.328 125.05 0.636 0.209 38.40

Experimental [8] 4.119 7.362 124.90
Experimental [9] 4.135 7.379 126.17 0.622 0.223

GGA [12] 4.136 7.354 125.80 38.69
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Table 2. The calculated zone-center phonon frequencies (in THz) for ternary silicide NaAlSi and their comparison with previous GGA calcula-

tions.

Source Eg Eu A2u Eg A1g B1g Eu A1g Eg A2u

This work 3.018 3.726 4.830 4.835 4.890 6.016 8.532 8.612 9.663 11.820
GGA [12] 2.818 3.807 4.856 4.766 4.946 5.965 8.573 8.663 9.442 11.661
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Figure 1. The crystal structure of ternary silicide NaAlSi showing Si-Al-Si layers and Na ions sheets alternatively stacked along the
c-axis. Each Al atom is tetrahedrally surrounded by four Si atoms.
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Figure 2. (a) The calculated band structure of ternary silicide NaAlSi along the high symmetry directions in the first Brillouin zone of
simple tetragonal lattice. (b) The calculated total and partial density of states. (c) The calculated total and partial density of states

close to the Fermi level.
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Figure 3. Eigenvector representations of the zone-centre Eg and B1g phonon modes in ternary silicide NaAlSi.
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Figure 4. (a) The calculated phonon dispersion curves along high symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone for the simple tetragonal
NaAlSi. (b) Total and partial phonon density of states.
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Figure 5. The calculated electron-phonon spectral function α2F(ω) (solid line) and the electron-phonon coupling parameter λ (dashed
line) for ternary silicide NaAlSi.
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Figure 6. (a) The calculated wavevector-dependent phonon linewidths of Eg and B1g phonon modes for for ternary
silicide NaAlSi. (b) The calculated wavevector-dependent electron-phonon coupling parameters of Eg and B1g phonon modes for for

ternary silicide NaAlSi.


